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Stanton Hill Regeneration Group
The Group is now working on a series of initiatives:
1. A Spring Fair is planned to take place on the 11th May at the Starbox Gym. It is
planned to have stalls selling crafts and stalls from organisations active in Stanton Hill,
including the Forum, the Mansfield/Ashfield Regeneration Team and Inspire. Louise is
taking the lead and doing a great job. It is hoped to obtain an Awards for All Lottery
grant to meet the cost. Support from the Forum as a whole would be welcome.
2. Mike has been in contact with Garry Hall, who carried out the Place Analysis that
helped inform the Neighbourhood Plan to try to obtain estimates for a study in Stanton
Hill. It is hoped to add this into the Awards for All grant application as part of the
enabling work for a much larger grant application as projects are identified
3. The Group continues to work with Matt Wright from the M/A Regen Team on ways to
interest business owners, particularly on the High Street, in taking up available grants.
4. Andrew has made contact with Inspire and the Men in Sheds initiative to look at ways
to bring adult educational opportunities to Stanton Hill. Marlon Imamshah from Inspire
is planning to attend the Group’s meeting on the 22nd January to discuss this further
and Mike and Andrew are to visit the Men in Sheds session in Huthwaite on the 7th
January to see if it’s possible to bring something similar to Stanton Hill.
5. Mike has made contact with Charles Edwards, ADC’s Environmental and Cemeteries
Manager. Responses to the Group’s public consultation sessions highlighted
widespread dissatisfaction with the level of cleanliness and tidiness in Stanton Hill. The
Group intend to explore the possibility of a joint effort with ADC to improve the
cleanliness of the area and the state of its open spaces including flower beds and
patches of uncultivated ground so as to restore pride in the area.

